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The formation of the tree and blood vessel, shared 

the similarities in common, are expressed in a form 

of life. The relationship between them and their 

symbolic meaning represent an exposition of the 

existence of life, as well as my hope and aspiration 

towards the endless cycle of life. I symbolized and 

fused them together to create a ‘field of life’ - that 

overlaps, tangles, touches, links, extends, expands, 

and continues to grow upward, downward, and in 

all directions - as the construction of the “ideal 

trees” from my experience. At the same time, this 

is also referred to our current world view and the 

imbalance relationship in the natural world and its 

survival.

Lao Tongli

2016

Note: 
Libido, psychologist Freud & Jung. Loneliness, Buddhist terminology.

ARTIST STATEMENT



树与血脉的形状，它们有着相似的共同点，都

是表达了一种生命形式。它们之间的关系与各

自的象征意义，具有代表性地阐述了生命的存

在 方 式 与 我 对 生 命 循 环 不 息 的 热 望 和 期 盼 。

我把它们符号化糅合组织在一起营造出一个重

叠、缠绕、触碰、链接、延伸、扩展，绵绵不

绝的活力向上向下，向四面八方生长的’生命

场域’——即我经验里建构的“理想丛树”。同

时，指涉着我们当下的世界观与自然界万物间 

的不平衡关系与生存问题。

 
劳同丽
2016

注： 
丽比多（ libido ），心理学家佛洛伊德，荣格用语。寂，佛家用语。

作品说明



Under the Horizon is Lao Tongli’s first solo exhibition in Malaysia. 

Lao, who was born in 1982 in Leizhou, (Guangdong Province) 

in China, graduated from the Chinese Painting Department at 

the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts in 2006. He belongs to a 

new generation of painters - his specialty: traditional Chinese 

painting and in particular the so-called meticulous colour 

painting. All the works in the exhibition are executed in this 

refined and time-consuming technique, which Lao practiced 

further for several years as student and assistant of renowned 

artist Yang Jiechang. 

The exhibition comprises seven paintings created over the 

last two years. Both of the exhibited series, Desire of Libido - 

Above the Horizon and Loneliness, center around the notion of 

vital energy or life force. Organic pattern, resembling leaves or 

blood vessels, nearly entirely cover the painting ground. While 

in Desire of Libido warm, saturated colours prevail, the artist 

choses paler shades and colder tones for the series Loneliness. 
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1   See Slavoj Zizek, “Organs without Bodies - Gilles Deleuze”, 1 in: www.lacan.com/
zizbenbrother.html, retrieved 06/12/2016.

Lao Tongli’s colourfully growing maze actually is a depiction 

of blood vessels. When the artist learned that his father had 

a heart disease, he started manically painting this kind of 

vegetative jungles, as if the sheer repetitive act of painting and 

the countless affirmation of the same organic pattern promised 

growth and life, and thus had the potential to heal his father’s 

illness. For Lao they represent the endless cycle of life. He 

states: “I symbolized and fused them together to create a 

‘field of life’ - that overlaps, tangles, touches, links, extends, 

expands, and continues to grow upward, downward, and in all 

directions - like the construction of some sort of ideal tree”.  

Yet, this abundant, yes overwhelming growth, not only stands 

for a positive life force, but also for its opposite: Once the 

surface is completely covered with Lao’s organic pattern, the 

rhizomatic growth reaches redundancy and standstill, death. 

The artist shows us that only keeping the balance between the 

blank ground and the superimposed form generates visual 

harmony. He thus wants to remind us that keeping the balance 

between growth - development - and the natural environment is 

crucial for survival. Lao here gives witness to the new ecological 

consciousness typical of his generation. 

Even though the painstaking and slow lavis-technique of 

meticulous colour painting implies a precast design of the 

painting and a careful and precise execution, Lao Tongli 

manages nevertheless to maintain a rather arbitrary and 

spontaneous overall aspect of his paintings, which recalls the 

manic repetition of similar pattern in surrealist automatism, 

as well as in action painting.  Similar to action painting and 

automatism Lao tries “to render a flow of pure becoming, the 

impersonal-unconscious life-energy”, as Slavo Zizek qualifies 

Jackson Pollock’s works. 1

Clearly we see that Lao Tongli belongs to a new generation 

of painters, a new generation who tries to translate traditional 

media into a contemporary context not by transposing clichés 

and formal stereotypes but by applying traditional concepts 

and techniques in relation to actual phenomena and the current 

situation of our world.

Martina Köppel-Yang, 

Paris November 2016
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The Desire of Libido • Above The Horizon No.3

力比多之欲•地平之上03号
2015

Ink and mineral color on silk

89 x 140 cm 



The Desire of Libido • Above The Horizon No.04

力比多之欲•地平之上04号
2015

Ink and mineral color on silk

89 x 140 cm 



The Desire of Libido • Above The Horizon No.05

力比多之欲•地平之上05号
2015

Ink and mineral color on silk

89 x 140 cm 



The Desire of Libido • Above The Horizon No.06

力比多之欲•地平之上06号
2015

Ink and mineral color on silk

90 x 138 cm 



Loneliness-No.05

寂-05号
2016

Color on silk scroll

141 x 277 cm 



Loneliness-No.11

寂-11号
2016

Color on silk scroll

115 x 195 cm 



Loneliness-No.09

寂-09号
2016

Color on silk scroll

143 x 825 cm, triptych



Loneliness-No.09 (panel 1) Loneliness-No.09 (panel 2)



Loneliness-No.09 (details)Loneliness-No.09 (panel 3)
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Lao Tongli (b. 1982, Guandon Province, 
China) studied at the Chinese Painting 
Department of Guangzhou Academy of 
Fine Arts graduating in 2006. He then 
worked in Paris, France and Heidelberg, 
Germany from 2006 – 2008. Recent 
exhibitions include solo exhibition, The 
Spirit of Lines, Foshan Art Museum, 
Foshan, China (2011) and group 
exhibitions, John Moores Painting 
Prize Exhibition (China), Minsheng 
Art Museum, Shanghai, China (2016) 
and Infinitely Close to the Front: A 
Contemporary Art Exhibition of Death, 
Guandong Museum of Art, Guangzhou, 
China (2011). He is currently living and 
working in Guangzhou, China.

Lao Tongli 劳同丽



Richard Koh Fine Art has been in operation since 2005 
and is regarded as a pioneer for introducing Southeast Asian 
contemporary art to Malaysia and the region. Promoting 
an adventurous roster of emerging and established artists, the 
gallery regularly mounts exhibitions locally and abroad with a 
commitment to emerging practices and challenging media. 
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